INTRODUCTION C-Mod divertor baffling experiments:
-Change divertor -main chamber conductance by 2, -Divertor neutral pressure also changes by 2.
-Infer that bypass current is constant! -Divertor plasma conditions and D « do not change! Implies: -Atomic processes limit flow through bypass, -Divertor behaves as if it were completely open. Modeling requires: -Detailed treatment of geometry, -Kinetic treatment of neutrals. -µ use DEGAS 2 (Stotler 1992) . Absence of effect on divertor plasma allows fixed plasma to be used, -Use Langmuir probe data, -And Two-Point model (Pitcher 1997) . -Ò Ò , Ì Ì , no impurities.
-Plasma outside computational mesh:
Main chamber source: -Simulate recycling on limiters in main chamber (Umansky 1998), -Calculate using
-EFIT equilibrium, -Loaded into DG, -Generate plasma mesh with CARRE, -Transfer "elements" and plasma mesh to definegeometry2d, -Polygons broken up into triangles with Triangle (Shewchuk 1996) , -Polygons labeled with zone number, -Converted to DEGAS 2's internal "surfaces" and "cells". -Conductance between divertor, duct, and plenum approximate. ¯All surfaces assumed to be molybdenum, -Reflection coefficients from TRIM, 0.5-0.6. -Non-reflected atoms desorb as thermal molecules. Atomic Physics -Collisional-radiative model for D ionization & recombination, £ Based on (Weisheit 1975) , £ Cross sections taken from (Janev 1993) , £ Optically thin, £ Assess opacity effects later using escape factor (e.g., Terry 1998). -Molecular rates and kinetics as in (Stotler 1996) , £ No D « from molecules (½¼± effect). -Ion-neutral scattering, £ Differential cross sections computed using quantum mechanical techniques (Krstic 1998) ,
£ Enforce minimum scattering angle, ¡ But constrain momentum transport to not change (Kanzleiter 1999) , £ Use cumulative probability tables for cosine of scattering angle (Kanzleiter 1999 ).
-Neutral-neutral elastic scattering, £ BGK treatment just as in (Reiter 1997 
